ONE DESTINATION
ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
Discover Asia’s leading destination for business and leisure

TAKING YOU FROM

BUSINESS TO LEISURE

Strategically located in the heart of Southeast Asia, Singapore offers a vibrant cityscape
which is well-connected, safe and technologically advanced. Its airport, Changi Airport,
has been voted the World’s Best Airport for seven consecutive years*.
*The Skytrax World Airport Awards, 2013–2019.
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Over 2,200 rooms and suites
with stunning views

Exclusive bespoke group
experiences

Over 80 dining options including
award-winning restaurants

Extensive and flexible
meeting spaces

Over 270 world-class retail stores

Multiple unique venues

Singapore’s top must-see attractions

Sustainable meeting options

24/7 world-class entertainment

One-stop technical solution
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Tanah Merah
Ferry Terminal

MCE

Gardens by the Bay
Singapore Cruise
Centre (10 min)

TOURIST ATTRACTIONS
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Marina Bay Cruise Centre
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Jurong Bird Park (20 min)
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International Business Park (20 min)
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Mandai Orchid Garden (30 min)
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Singapore Science Park (10 min)
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East Coast Parkway Expressway
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Singapore Zoological Gardens (30 min)
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One-North (15 min)
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Night Safari (30 min)
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Central Business District (5 min)
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Singapore Botanic Gardens (15 min)
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Marina Bay Financial Centre (3 min)
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Orchard Road (10 min)
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Changi Business Park (25 min)
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Little India (10 min)
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Clarke Quay (5 min)
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Chinatown (5 min)

10 Boat Quay (5 min)
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The Merlion (5 min)
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Singapore Flyer (10 min)
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Sentosa (15 min)

MCE Marina Coastal Expressway
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DISCOVER
MARINA BAY
SANDS
An unmistakable landmark of Singapore, Marina Bay Sands® is an integrated
resort equipped with business facilities, along with a host of leisure and
entertainment options under one roof. From elegant rooms and suites to
award-winning restaurants, Broadway musicals and luxury brands, everything you
need is at your fingertips.

RELAX AND
REJUVENATE
Pick from an indulgent selection of massages at Banyan
Tree Spa, and experience the restorative power of touch
while admiring the celebrated views from 55 levels above
the ground. Over at Banyan Tree Fitness Centre, elevate
your health regime to new heights with exclusive classes and
personal training sessions.

ENJOY A
PAMPERING
STAY
Stay at any of our 2,200 ornately appointed rooms and suites
where floor-to-ceiling windows reveal magnificent views of the city,
garden or harbour.
At Club55*, enjoy complimentary breakfast, afternoon tea, evening
cocktails and canapés, alongside other amenities and services akin
to your private lounge.

Premier Room

*Club55 is exclusive to guests staying in The Club or Grand Club Rooms, and all Suites.

Horizon Room

Banyan Tree Spa
*

Club55 is exclusive to guests staying in The Club or Grand Club Rooms, and all Suites.

View of pool at CÉ LA VI

SEE FROM A
BIRD’S-EYE VIEW

SWIM AT THE TOP
OF THE WORLD

Cast your eyes over the breathtaking panoramic vistas of Singapore from
SkyPark® Observation Deck. Admire the architectural wonders of Supertree
Grove and the vibrant colours of Gardens by the Bay. From Marina South Pier all
the way out to the Singapore Strait, observe the bustling shipping lanes that have
built Singapore’s rich multicultural history.

Take a dip in the world’s largest and highest rooftop infinity pool * at
Sands SkyPark®. Enjoy an unobstructed view of the central business district at
the most spectacular and photo-worthy spot in Singapore.

*The infinity pool is accessible to hotel guests only.

View of pool from CÉ LA VI

SkyPark Observation Deck is available for booking.

STEP INTO
BREATHTAKING
WORLDS
WATCH A SYMPHONY
OF LIGHT AND WATER
Discover the magic of Spectra and experience a captivating light and water display like no other. A
reflection of Singapore’s journey as a multicultural society into the cosmopolitan city she is today, this
15-minute visual spectacular is shown free nightly at the Event Plaza.

Mufasa and Scar
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Immerse yourself in a multi-sensory experience at Digital Light Canvas®,
which evokes a sense of wonder through the convergence of light and
nature. Suspended from the ceiling is a majestic 14-metre 4D vision
light sculpture, which hangs over a dynamic and interactive LED floor.

CATCH WORLD-CLASS
PERFORMANCES
Feast your eyes on legendary Broadway musicals with exclusive meet-the-cast sessions, followed
by a post-theatre reception as you wind down for the day. Our state-of-the-art Sands Theatre
also plays host to various concerts and performances by internationally renowned artistes.

BE INSPIRED BY
ART AND SCIENCE
ArtScience Museum™ at Marina Bay Sands is Southeast Asia’s leading cultural
institution exploring the intersections of art, science, technology and culture.
Featuring an iconic lotus-inspired architecture, the museum showcases
renowned exhibitions.
At the permanent exhibition, Future World, immerse yourself in a 1,500m2 digital
universe, and watch this magical interactive installation transform with a swipe of
your fingertip. Let our docents take you through a journey of discovery, inspiration
and creativity in our customised guided tours and special workshop sessions.

EXPLORE CULINARY
ADVENTURES
Go on a gastronomic excursion to explore the best of local and international cuisines. With over 80 dining
options in one destination, from Singaporean hawker fare to exquisite full-course meals, Marina Bay Sands
is a food paradise for all palates and budgets.

PRIVATE DINING
For a truly unforgettable meal, make a reservation at any of our signature restaurants, such as
Bread Street Kitchen, CUT, db Bistro & Oyster Bar, Spago, Waku Ghin and more.
Email RestaurantSales@MarinaBaySands.com or call
+65 6688 5456 for more information.

TAKE YOUR NIGHT
TO NEW HEIGHTS
From handcrafted cocktails at LAVO Italian Restaurant & Rooftop Bar to
high-energy sets spun by the world's top DJs at MARQUEE Nightclub,
endless thrills await at our array of bars and nightclubs.

INDULGE IN
LUXURY SHOPPING
Home to an unprecedented assembly of duplex and triplex stores, The Shoppes
at Marina Bay Sands® is Singapore’s largest luxury mall with the greatest cluster
of luxury stores in one destination.
Experience retail therapy at its finest at over 270 boutique stores, and be
welcomed by our friendly boutique staff and our multilingual, award-winning
Retail Concierge team.

MARQUEE Nightclub

SkyPark Observation Deck

SANDS EXPO ® AND
CONVENTION CENTRE
With a proven track record in hosting major regional and international
events, Marina Bay Sands has been named ‘Best Business Event Venue’ in
Singapore Tourism Awards from 2015–2017, ‘Best Convention & Exhibition
Centre’ in TTG Travel Awards from 2017–2019 and has achieved the
prestigious LEED® Platinum Green Building Certification.
We provide integrated audio and visual solutions to deliver the ultimate
show experience, so let our highly specialised conference management and
logistics teams help customise the best experience for your event.

Yardbird Southern Table & Bar

Featuring 250 meeting rooms, 6 exhibition halls, Southeast Asia’s largest
ballroom and the capacity for 2,000 exhibition booths, take advantage of
Singapore’s largest and most versatile exhibition and meeting venue to host
events of any size, from intimate business meetings to large-scale events.

UNIQUE VENUES FOR
UNFORGETTABLE EVENTS
Sands SkyPark and Observation Deck:
Impress your guests with a spectacular 360° view of Singapore from
57 storeys high.
Event Plaza:
This versatile outdoor venue on the waterfront boasts stunning views
of the city skyline.
ArtScience Museum:
The iconic architecture and spacious interiors make ArtScience
Museum the perfect choice for special occasions.
Garden Walk:
A romantic sanctuary that offers a spectacular city skyline, along with
stunning views of our architecture and the Singapore River.
Sands Theatre:
The perfect venue for a post-theatre reception as you and your guests
wind down for the day.
SkyPark Observation Deck

SUSTAINABLE
MEETING
INITIATIVES
Marina Bay Sands is the first MICE venue in Southeast Asia to obtain the
ISO 20121 Sustainable Events Management System Certification and the LEED®
Platinum Green Building Certification. Our Sands ECO360° Meetings Programme
offers a holistic approach to ensure your sustainable development goals are
achieved seamlessly throughout the event.

VALUE-ADDED SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES
Our dedicated Sustainable Event Advisory Services are always ready to help you
do your part by reducing environmental impact, responding to attendee demand,
contributing to the local community and increasing your PR value.
To reduce carbon footprint, our customisable menus focus on fresh and high-quality
ingredients that are grown locally or sourced from neighbouring Southeast Asian
countries. We also offer a range of wellness options such as revitalising fitness
activities for groups.

SANDS REWARDS MEETINGS
Join our Sands Rewards Meetings programme and enjoy great benefits and privileges when hosting your future
events at Marina Bay Sands. With every meeting rewarded, you’ll have even more reasons to keep coming back!

SANDS REWARDS LIFESTYLE
Unlock endless rewards and privileges with your Sands Rewards LifeStyle membership.
•
•
•
•

Free to join
Over 200 Sands Rewards outlets
Up to 10% instant Reward Dollars
Invites to exclusive events, celebrity meet-and-greets, and more!

MarinaBaySands.com/SandsRewardsLifeStyle

For more information, please contact us at:

SALES ENQUIRIES
Tel: +65 6688 3000
Fax: +65 6688 3014
Email: Sales@MarinaBaySands.com

GLOBAL CONTACTS
ASIA

AUSTRALIA

CNsales@MarinaBaySands.com

ANZsales@MarinaBaySands.com

New Delhi

EUROPE

Beijing

INsales@MarinaBaySands.com
Seoul

KRsales@MarinaBaySands.com
Tokyo

JPsales@MarinaBaySands.com

Sydney

London

UKsales@MarinaBaySands.com

NORTH AMERICA

San Francisco
USAsales@MarinaBaySands.com

Marina Bay Sands
Sales Department

Connect with us
Marina Bay Sands Meetings

10 Bayfront Avenue, Singapore 018956
MarinaBaySands.com
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